RESOLUTION

Concerning

PARTICIPATION IN A FACULTY EXCHANGE PROGRAM

at

EASTERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

May 3, 1985

WHEREAS, An exchange of faculty with other institutions provides enrichment of educational programs, be it

RESOLVED, That under the authority granted by section 10-27, 10a-89 and 10a-20 of the General Statutes and under the auspices of the National Faculty Exchange, the Board of Trustees for The Connecticut State University authorizes the participation of Dr. Philomene Ducas of Eastern Connecticut State University, the said participation to be subject to the following conditions:

A. Dr. Philomene Ducas will teach in the English Department at the University of Montana, Missoula, Montana. Her salary and fringe benefits will be paid by Eastern Connecticut State University.

B. Transportation, lodging, and other personal expenses incurred through participating in this program will be fully assumed by Dr. Ducas.

C. Participation in the exchange program shall be for the 1985-1986 year.

A Certified True Copy:

James A. Frost
President
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
The following should serve to describe the characteristics of the National Faculty Exchange Program to which the attached refers.

The NFE is national in scope and centrally brokers faculty through a pool which accommodates multi-lateral placements. This approach eliminates the need for a campus to campus exchange of individuals. Therefore, a replacement for an "outgoing" participant for Eastern is likely to come from a campus other than that receiving the exchange. It should be pointed out also that through this networking process it is possible for an institution to receive one, two, or three visiting faculty while at the same time not sending a member or sending only one faculty member to another campus. It is assumed that the number of faculty sent and received through the NFE Program balances out over a period of a few years.

Because of the complex administrative process, it is often impossible to provide the names of institutions and individuals involved by a precise deadline. As of this date Eastern has not been provided the name of a visiting faculty through the exchange program. We anticipate that a visiting faculty member(s) will be supplied prior to July 1, 1985. Should this not be the case, I would still encourage the approval of the attached resolution so that we may maintain our position in the network of the NFE Program.
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Attachment
RESOLUTION

CONCERNING

PARTICIPATION IN A FACULTY EXCHANGE PROGRAM

AT

EASTERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

MAY 1, 1985

WHEREAS, An exchange of faculty with other institutions provides enrichment of educational programs, be it

RESOLVED, That under the authority granted by section 10-27, 10a-89 and 10a-20 of the General Statutes and under the auspices of the National Faculty Exchange, the Board of Trustees for The Connecticut State University authorizes the participation of Dr. Philomene Ducas of Eastern Connecticut State University, the said participation to be subject to the following conditions:

A. Dr. Philomene Ducas will teach in the English Department at the University of Montana, Missoula, Montana. Her salary and fringe benefits will be paid by Eastern Connecticut State University.

B. Transportation, lodging, and other personal expenses incurred through participating in this program will be fully assumed by Dr. Ducas.

C. Participation in the exchange program shall be for the 1985-1986 year.

A Certified True Copy:

James a. Frost
President
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